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try.The present invention generally relates to methods for training students to learn an operations skill by allowing the students to repeatedly practice one or more operations tasks on a simulated training device until the student demonstrates a reasonably high level of proficiency in the skill. Fishermen and other operators of marine equipment have long sought ways to improve their skills in using
various types of fishing equipment, such as those used in fishing and other forms of recreational water sports. In one form of recreational water sports, a person, typically in a boat, uses various types of fishing equipment, such as fishing rods and reels, or a similar type of water-driven equipment, to attempt to catch a fish or other aquatic life. Many of these fishing practices require a person to have a
high level of skill in the manipulation of the fishing equipment. The manipulation skills, typically referred to as “tournament skills”, are used by a person during a fishing operation to successfully attempt to catch a fish or other aquatic life. In addition to fishing skills, other types of skills may be needed to operate different types of marine equipment. For example, a person using a boat or a ship,
typically has a need to operate controls to steer the boat or ship. Other types of marine equipment may include any of a variety of other marine equipment, such as fuel pumps, throttles, or levers used to operate other equipment. Each of these types of operations may require the operator to have a high level of skill in their operation. One manner of training the operator to develop his or her fishing
skills and other marine operation skills is to have the operator practice one or more fishing operations and other marine operations with a fishing rod or other marine equipment using a realistic type of environment. This type of training is normally provided in a boat or on a lake or other body of water in which the marine equipment, such as fishing equipment, is used by a plurality of people. However,
training a person to develop a particular type of marine operation skill, such as tournament skills for a fishing operation, has proven to be difficult using 82157476af
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